A functional "knockout" of human keratin 14.
The importance of keratins and other intermediate filaments in the maintenance of tissue structure is emphasized by the discovery that many hereditary skin-blistering diseases are caused by mutations in keratin genes. Here, we describe a situation in which keratin 14 (K14) is missing altogether in the epidermis: A homozygous 2-nucleotide deletion in exon I of the K14 gene causes premature termination of the mRNA transcripts upstream from the start of the rod domain and results in a K14 null phenotype. In this individual no keratin intermediate filaments are visible in basal epidermal cells, although filaments are present in the upper layers of the epidermis. No compensating keratin expression is detected in vivo, and K14 mRNA is down-regulated. The individual, diagnosed as Köbner (generalized) EBS, suffers from severe widespread keratinocyte fragility and blistering at many body sites, but although the phenotype is severe, it is not lethal. This K14-/- phenotype confirms that only one K14 gene is expressed in human epidermis and provides an important model system for examining the interdependence of different keratin filament systems and their associated structures in the skin.